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ABSTRACT 

Details and design motivations of an experiment to provide DPIV measurements in a 

scaled up dynamic human vocal fold model are presented. The 10x scale vocal fold 

model is a new design that incorporates both the rocking as well as the oscillatory 

open/close motions characteristic of vocal fold motions. The experiment is run in a free-

stream water tunnel where the oscillation frequencies and flow speeds are dynamically 

matched to physiologic conditions for both male and female phonation. The effects 

associated with vocal fold paralysis will be discussed. Flow measurements showing fluid 

kinematics including jet velocity and orientation, and the role of vortex shedding will be 

presented. In addition, key data relevant to phonation, such as volume flow rate and 

glottal behavior will be presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Verbal communication has been and continues to be a central component of civilization, 

but most estimates for the United States indicate that anywhere from 3 to 9% of the 

general population has some type of voice abnormality at any given moment in time
1
. 

Voice abnormalities can have powerful affects beyond a persons immediate health, 

reaching into a patients ability to perform work or have social interactions. For this 

reason, studying the human voice has been an important and ongoing challenge across 

multiple disciplines and time. Optical access and scale have challenged experimenters 

interested in gaining a closer view of the vocal folds during phonation. The size and 

location of the human vocal folds are prohibitive to making consistent and meaningful 

experimental observations, as are the high frequencies of vocal fold motion, even across 

gender and age. An approach has been developed whereby an in vitro physical model 

can assist in the study of voice generation by providing insight in the fluid mechanics 

within the human glottis.  

Research that investigates vocal fold motion can assist physicians and engineers 

alike in treating phonation conditions as well as replicating the human voice. A diagram 

of the human larynx, including the vocal folds, can be seen in Figure 1.1A and in Figure 

1.1B. During phonation, air flows from the lungs through the glottis and up the larynx to 

exit from the mouth. The recurrent laryngeal nerve controls the relative position of the 

vocal folds inside the larynx, while the superior laryngeal nerve controls the tension of 

the vocal fold for higher notes in singing. Both nerves are labeled in Figure 1.1B. The 

glottis is the narrow gap in the airway caused by the vocal fold obstruction. The forced 

air induces vocal fold vibration and sound production.  

Medical conditions, such as vocal fold paralysis, can originate from or break 

down the fundamental function of the human vocal folds. According to the American 

Academy of Otolaryngology – head and neck surgery
2
, there are several causes for vocal 

fold paralysis, and physicians are unable to detect the cause in about half of all vocal 

fold paralyses. Treatment strategies include voice therapy or phonosurgery, which 

involves the repositioning and/or reshaping of the vocal folds. While it is known that this 

condition negatively affects phonation, further quantification of the vocal fold shape’s 
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impact upon fluid conditions is necessary to assist in treatment, and further research in 

the field.   

 

Figure 1.1. Vocal fold and laryngeal physiology. A) Shows a schematic of vocal fold physiology, from 

Barry
3
 B) Shows a parallel diagram from Gray

4
. The superior laryngeal nerve is shown just below 

the pharynx, while the recurrent nerve is shown 
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1.1 Motivation 

Previous work
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 3, 11 

has demonstrated that in vitro models provide a 

controlled environment where repeatable processes can be executed and studied. These 

works are discussed in greater detail in Section 1.4. Phonation is a highly complicated 

process of self induced vibration due to lung pressure. The motion induced in the vocal 

folds has been characterized as a highly complex motion, and for this reason researchers 

interested in the glottal flow field have simplified the problem by designing driven 

models which replicate the vocal fold motion in a consistent manner.  

Previous work in both the driven and flow induced vibration approaches have 

used in vivo canine models
12, 13

, computational models
14, 15 

and static in vitro models
8
 to 

model glottal flow. They will be discussed in greater detail in Section 1.4, but suffice it 

to say that at this juncture they have helped to define and direct current research in the 

field. Specifically, detailed information relating to healthy and diseased vocal fold 

physiology in addition to identification of the most significant eigenmodes of vocal fold 

vibration has helped to improve the accuracy of simplified models. However, established 

approaches have not adequately illustrated flow conditions of the time varying glottis 

due to differences in geometry, material properties, or issues of data capture.  

While there have been significant contributions made to the understanding of 

phonation, the model described in this paper proves to be an important advance because 

it uses an in vitro scaled driven model to improve existing knowledge on time varying 

glottal flow. The executed motion closely mimics the primary vocal fold shape changes, 

and the use of scaling and dynamic similarity provides significantly improved spatial 

and temporal resolution of data. Additionally, modeling a range of frequencies that 

include the average male and female speaking voices provides further information on the 

impact of vocal fold paralysis. In sum, the model serves as a significant step in the more 

accurate modeling of vocal fold motion. 

1.2 Concept 

The driving concept of this research is to utilize a controlled physical experiment 

that replicates human vocal fold motion in a manner that is geometrically accurate, 

replicates physical motion and timing, and provides spatially and temporally resolved 
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data. A driven model experiment is used to investigate how vocal fold motion affects 

flow through the glottis at the expense of demonstrating fluid structure interactions.   

The main areas of interest are similarity to anatomical geometry, recreating the 

dominant motions, and creating an experiment that through controlled model motion and 

model scale, leads to time resolved data and improved data resolution.  

Accurately scaling the anatomical geometry of the human vocal folds is an 

important part of modeling vocal fold vibration because the significant relationship 

between changes in structure and fluid energy that drive phonation. As the models are 

driven by motors rather than fluid energy transfer, replication of the human anatomy is 

important to understand the behavior of the fluid as it passes through the glottis and 

around the vocal folds.  

As discussed in Berry et al.
14

, even though vocal fold vibration is complex, a few 

principal modes of vibration can be used to describe the vocal fold trajectories in a cycle. 

Therefore, a model that replicates only the principal modes of vibration reduces the 

challenges of fabricating a highly complex model while maintaining the anatomical 

accuracy of the model. Other attempts at modeling the human vocal folds are founded in 

this concept, such as Kucinschi et al.
5
, Triep et al.

6
, and Barney et al.

16
.   

As the human vocal folds are on the order millimeters and the vibration occurs at 

a high frequency, it can be difficult to characterize a vibration cycle. This experiment 

uses model vocal folds that are ten times larger than life, and scales down the frequency 

so that a vibration cycle can be broken into at least 100 data fields. This method provides 

more details about fluid behavior and a more accurate description of each vibration 

cycle. 

1.3 Non dimensional groups and coordinates 

Figure 1.2 shows the coordinate system of the experiment. The x-axis is described in this 

paper as the streamwise direction, the y-axis is described as the transverse direction, and 

the z-axis is described as the spanwise direction. Flow moved in the streamwise 

direction through the water tunnel, and data for the experiments were taken in the x-y 

plane. 
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Figure 1.2. The coordinate axis. This perspective correlates to the field of view given by the data. 

The non-dimensional groups of interest that govern the flow and vibration 

conditions are the Reynolds and Strouhal numbers, as well as what has been referred to 

in Krane et al.
17

 as the reduced frequency. The reduced frequency of vibration is used to 

characterize flow changes at time scales smaller than the vibration period. It is used to 

specifically focus on the open portion of the vibration period, and replaces the frequency 

of vibration with the open quotient and open period terms. 

The Reynolds number quantitatively describes the ratio of inertia effects to 

viscous effects. The Strouhal number quantitatively describes the ratio of unsteady and 

convective acceleration.    
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Reynolds number    Re  
𝜌𝑈𝑑

𝜇
 

 Strouhal Number    St  
𝑓𝐿

𝑈
 

Reduced Frequency of vibration  f*  
𝑄𝑜𝐿

𝑈𝑇𝑜
  

Previous researchers, such as Pelorson et al.
18

 have assumed phonation airflow to 

be quasisteady, while others have treated phonation airflow as quasisteady only during a 

portion of the vibration cycle. As defined in Krane et al.
17

, quasisteady flow is 

essentially a time-varying flow where unsteady acceleration is negligible compared to 

convective acceleration. Krane et al.
19

 determined that the vibration cycle can be divided 

into two important time periods, specifically the initiation and shutoff time period where 

unsteady effects, local acceleration  and acceleration by the vocal fold walls dominate, 

and the rest of the cycle where the flow appears to be quasisteady,To.  

1.4 Literature review 

1.4.1 Vocal Fold Physiology 

Speaking frequencies for men, women, and children cover a broad range. 

Differences exist in the cartilage and membranous lengths between gender and age. The 

average speaking frequency for a male is 125 Hz and the average speaking frequency for 

a female is 200 Hz. Titze et al.
20

 describe physiological differences between males and 

females in thyroid cartilage size. Titze et al.
20

  also presents data on that further illustrate 

physiological differences by gender by showing different linear growth rates for men 

and women.  

Vocal fold paralysis has been described as the interruption of nerve impulse to the 

laryngeal muscles. Previous work done by Yan et al.
21

 shows that there are distinct 

differences in glottal area over a cycle between normal phonation and atypical phonation 

by a patient with muscular tension dysphonia.  

1.4.2 Previous Experimental Research 

Vocal fold motion and dynamics have been studied both computationally and 

experimentally. The challenges of using the human or even mammalian vocal fold in 
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physical experiments, which include diminutive size, limited optical access, inconsistent 

material properties, and imaging constraints, lead to the use of in vitro models.  

Previous attempts at creating a model vocal fold structure utilized different 

techniques for model motion, such as being mechanically driven or utilizing flow 

induced vibrations. Additionally, setups have used different scales ranging from life size 

to a multiple of life size. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages associated 

with accuracy, repeatability, and fabrication, but provide valuable insight.  

 Excised vocal fold and in vivo models have historically been used because they 

provide an anatomically correct model of the highly complex geometry. Khosla et al.
12

 

used excised canine larynxes to investigate the vertical flow field during phonation. 

Consistent vortical structures were observed using the three larynxes used. Physiological 

variations existed between the three different larynxes, specifically in the length of the 

membranous folds. After being harvested from euthanized animals, the larynxes required 

special treatment and refrigeration and experiments were conducted on the next day. 

Additionally, all of the cartilage and soft tissue above the vocal folds were removed to 

provide an unobstructed view of the vocal folds. Special care was required to attach and 

prepare the vocal folds in the experimental setup, and humidified air was required for the 

experiment.  

While excised models may include adjustments to simulate forces exerted by the 

thyroarytenoid muscle, use of an in vivo model requires no such adjustments. Dollinger 

et al.
13

 used the hemilarynx method in an in vivo canine model to quantify the medial 

surface dynamics of the vocal folds. Surgery and appropriate heating and humidification 

were required in order to conduct the experiment. They used surface tracking and the 

acoustic signal was used to observe the effect of the thyroarytenoid muscle on vocal fold 

vibration. Although the hemilarynx method afforded improved optical access over a 

traditional endoscopy, this imaging technique had limited simultaneous access of both 

the superior and medial surfaces. 

Issues with in vivo or excised models have led investigators to create in vitro 

models that focus on key aspects of vocal fold motion while enabling researchers to 

conduct more repeatable and controllable experiments. One direction of in vitro 

modeling has explored the fluid structure interaction between the driving fluid and the 
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vocal folds. Similar or scaled models have been used, but issues such as matching 

dynamic similarity with in vivo conditions while enabling capturing of the high speed 

motion provided a challenge to simulation of physiologically accurate conditions.    

Thomson et al.
7
 created complementary physical and numerical vocal fold 

models with the size, shape, and properties of human vocal folds. The physical model 

incorporates three layers of different stiffness, consisting of the cover, the transition, and 

the body layers. 

Cohen
22

 developed a compliant, self-oscillating model of the glottis that was 

geometrically similar to physiological conditions, but not dynamically similar. The 

DPIV imaging technique and edge detection method developed provided insight into the 

structural behavior during vibration.  

Static in vitro models have been used to investigate specific configurations of the 

vocal folds during the oscillation cycle. This approach yields several advantages, 

specifically the repeatability and resolution of data, as well as anatomical similarity, but 

it also eliminates any study of flow as it is affected by model motion. Symmetric and 

asymmetric model configurations have been studied in order to investigate the impact of 

various pathologies on voice production. 

 Work done by Erath et al.
8
 explored pulsatile two-dimensional flow through 

asymmetric static divergent models of the human vocal folds. They used PIV to compare 

laryngeal flow to previous studies on symmetric static glottal models, but were unable to 

model the transition from converging to uniform and diverging glottis because of the 

static nature of the experiment. The data were used to study the affect of geometric 

asymmetry on glottal jet stability.  

Scherer et al.
9
 developed what has come to be known as the static M5 model 

vocal fold to study symmetric and asymmetric vocal fold configurations. The 

asymmetric case used both divergent and convergent profile models. A series of pressure 

taps along the vocal fold surfaces were used to quantify the pressure distribution along 

each vocal fold.  

 Driven in vitro models have in many ways improved upon the disadvantages of 

static models while preserving their benefits. Mongeau et al.
10 

designed a life sized 

mechanical model of the human vocal folds which had an opening driven by the two 
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actuating rods embedded in the rubber model. The authors state that while most 

measurements for maximum glottal area were within 3% of the model parameters, the 

material choice for the mechanism in addition to inconsistencies with moving 

mechanism parts introduced variability in the orifice geometry during a cycle, such as an 

asynchronous glottal opening.  The model was operated over a range of 10 to 150 Hz. 

Barry
3
 developed and tested a driven scaled up model that executed a periodic 

motion across a model larynx, utilizing the DPIV method to take velocity data. The 

model operated at scaled frequencies ranging from 30 to 130 Hz. This research studied 

glottal flow for cases of symmetric motion at different Strouhal and Reynolds numbers. 

Further work done by Peterson
11

 using the same experimental setup and models 

investigated asymmetric model behavior to explore conditions of paralysis and paresis. 

A stepper motor was used to drive the model for both experiments, yielding repeatable 

results.  

Triep et al.
6
 developed a driven model to mimic the motion of the vocal folds. 

The model operated at a scaled frequency to match the average male speaking voice of 

120 Hz. The experiment was executed in a water tunnel, and DPIV was used to capture 

the motion. This research used a driven model to investigate vortex production through 

the glottis. Two counter rotating elliptical cams were used to approximate the changing 

glottal profile from divergent to convergent vocal folds during a oscillation cycle.  

Kucinshi et al.
5 

developed a driven mechanical model that executes two of the lower 

order eigenmodes of the vocal folds identified in a computational study by Berry et al.
14

 

and Titze et al.
23

. The model used a deformable latex material stretched across rotating 

cylinders to approximate the rotation and translation of the vocal folds. The model size 

and frequency were scaled, with the Strouhal and Reynolds numbers matched for 

dynamic similarity. 

1.4.3 Model Design Background 

While developing the model required the investigation of previous work, specific 

attention was paid to the study of vocal fold deformation during phonation. Alipour et 

al.
15

 created a finite-element model of vocal fold vibration that serves as a design 

premise for this research. Their model was created assuming that vibration causes small 
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deformations, vibration occurs in only a single plane, tissue layers are isotropic or 

transversally isotropic, and use of a fixed control volume for integration. The model also 

uses physiologically correct material properties, and was validated against previous 

work.   

Figure 1.3 shows the trajectories of a few selected nodes of the finite element 

model overlaid on the mesh points of the model over the course of phonation.  In the 

figure, the right vocal fold is shown with flow from bottom to top along the ordinate or 

x=0 axis. The key features of this figure, of relevance to this discussion, are that the 

largest deformations are about 0.2 cm and occur towards the downstream side of the 

model, where the nodes execute an elliptical path in the transverse, i.e. horizontal, 

direction. Smaller elliptical deformations of about 0.1 cm occur in the streamwise 

direction closer to the upstream side of the model. Synchronizing the trajectories of the 

nodes over a vibration period provides a design framework. This model is discussed in 

greater detail in section 2.1.  
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Figure 1.3. A finite-element model of vocal fold vibration. Trajectories of selected nodes from 

coronal layer number 8, as reproduced from Alipour et al.
15
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2. Experimental Apparatus 

2.1 Design Concept 

The impetus for experimental models is to understand the aerodynamics and the 

fluid structure interactions associated with vocal fold motion. Specifically, investigating 

the impact of the main modes of vocal fold vibration upon the surrounding fluid is most 

relevant to this experiment. This model design utilizes available information on vocal 

fold deformation with a focus on large scale motion and ease of model motion control 

and design. 

The vocal fold geometry can be conceptually thought of as a four bar linkage, 

although due to material conditions the line segment lengths do not stay constant. The 

base of the linkage is assumed to be flush with the wall of the larynx, while the 

remaining three bars are exposed to flow and are free to move. During each cycle the 

vocal fold motion is constrained by this approximation such that there is a coherent and 

repetitive motion. Although the position of the two streamwise points may not remain 

constant throughout a cycle, their approximate location will be referred to as the 

subglottal and supraglottal corners in this paper.  

Figure 2.1 shows the physical motion of each vocal fold in one cycle and 

includes a four bar linkage diagram laid over each phase. One cycle incorporates the 

opening and closing of the vocal folds. With the lung pressure building at the subglottal 

side of the vocal folds, they are forced open and the entire fold rocks downstream. The 

subglottal edge opens prior to the supraglottal edge as the pressure inequality forces the 

folds open and back. The material properties of the vocal fold causes the vocal folds to 

return to the closed position, with the subglottal edges leading the motion, until both 

subglottal and supraglottal edges are back in the closed, starting position.  

Tracking the sub- and supraglottal edge motion in Figure 2.1 through one cycle 

leads to a simplified version of Figure 1.3. The supraglottal edges execute a horizontal 

ellipse over one cycle, while the subglottal edges describe a vertical ellipse. 
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Figure 2.1. Simplified diagram of vocal fold motion. Four bar linkage structures (in green) are laid 

over a diagram showing the opening and closing phase of one cycle of vocal fold vibration. 

As discussed earlier, vocal fold vibration is studied in by Alipour et al.
15

. In 

modeling the trajectories of distinct nodes of the vocal fold exterior they identified 

several large scale motions that follow an elliptical path, as shown in Figure 1.3. 

Generally, the dominant modes of vocal fold vibration can be considered as three 

separate motions: rotation, translation, and opening & closing. 

In order to capture the three separate motions, this model replicates the motion of 

two nodes on the vocal fold membrane as modeled by Alipour et al.
15

. Figure 2.2 shows 

the cross sectional view of one vocal fold model as installed into the model larynx. The 

model is designed to actuate two points representing the subglottal and supraglottal 

edges in an elliptical fashion, as highlighted in yellow and indicated in Figure 2.2. The 

subglottal edge in Figure 2.2 corresponds to the vertical ellipse shown in Figure 1.3 

centered approximately at (0.1, 0). The supraglottal edge corresponds in Figure 2.2 

corresponds to the horizontal ellipse with a larger major axis shown in Figure 1.3 

centered approximately at (0.1, 0.35).  
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These edges are actuated by the sub- and supraglottal gear mechanisms, each of 

which consist of a spur gear that drives two attached linkages to execute the desired 

elliptical motion. For each mechanism, the linkage that is attached to the spur gear is 

forced to execute an elliptical motion because of its connection to the second linkage, 

which is fixed to a mounting base. The second linkage also provides stability to the 

mechanism pair and helps to constrain the model motion. The sub- and supraglottal 

mechanisms are connected to the central drive shaft shown in Figure 2.2, which connects 

to a motor, not shown. The shape of the vocal folds is preserved by containing the 

driving mechanisms within a flexible envelope that serves as a taut vocal fold 

membrane: thus, as the mechanisms execute the two points in an elliptical fashion they 

actually drive the overall vocal fold deformation by pushing the envelope.  

The sub- and supraglottal roller cylinders create a model shape that is uniform in 

the vertical direction, which combined with the fact that data is gathered at the mid-plane 

of the model and away from the walls of the experimental larynx channel, reduces any 

3D effects on the measured flow.  
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Figure 2.2. Physical model. The physical model mimics the larger deformations generated at the 

sub- and supraglottal edges of the vocal fold shown in Figure 1.3. Flow would pass from the bottom 

to the top of the image during an experiment. 

2.2 Design Considerations 

As discussed earlier, the experimental setup is dynamically scaled in order to 

facilitate mechanical control and data capture. The mechanisms are approximately 10 

times life size and the working fluid, water, has a kinematic viscosity that is 

approximately 15 times less that of air. The model can therefore be driven at a speed that 

is 1500 slower than the human vocal folds while matching Reynolds number and 

reduced frequency. Considering the available image capture rate, the scaled down model 

motion facilitates the complete imaging of an entire vibration cycle without employing 

processing techniques such as phase averaging in order to construct time resolved 

records of key parameters.  
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In addition to scale, the model is simplified with respect to geometric design, 

mechanism choice, and motor choice to enable greater ease and accuracy in the 

production of parts and the experimental execution. 

The two vocal fold models are designed to be symmetric about the channel 

centerline, utilizing identical materials and mechanisms to prescribe the desired motion. 

This greatly simplifies fabrication of the models and decreases the variability between 

cuts and holes on similar parts as minimal adjustments are required for a part to be used 

on both sides. Additionally, a symmetric design ensures that each model can be 

assembled and driven in a repeatable manner, even across a range of frequencies.  

Although the sub- and supraglottal edges take elliptical paths of different sizes, 

their motion is driven using the same equipment, specifically two stainless steel 

linkages, a spur gear, and a mounting base. As discussed in 2.1, they are connected in a 

way that transfers rotational power from the gear to drive one end of the linkages. The 

difference in their execution lies in how these parts are connected. The different 

configurations determine how large and how skewed the achieved motion will be. 

Specifically, the subglottal gear mechanism is designed such that the linkages are 

attached at a different location than that for the supraglottal gear mechanism, resulting in 

an executed ellipse that has a smaller major axis than the supraglottal gear mechanism. 

Additionally, using interchangeable parts reduces fabrication time and also makes it 

easier to implement any desired changes to the edge paths. 

Connecting the two driving mechanisms with a central drive shaft fixes their 

motion with respect to each other and ensures identical envelope deformation with each 

rotation. Additionally, the entire motion of both models can be controlled via a timing 

signal sent to both motors, helping to achieve symmetric motion. The central drive shaft 

reduces the number of motors required and therefore the complexity of execution. 

2.3 Mechanism details 

The mechanism consists of several distinct sections that are mounted together in 

order to provide a stable transfer of power from the motors to the envelope.  It includes a 

rigid back upon which the gear mechanism sections are mounted, a flexible envelope 

that covers the interior mechanics, and a model larynx into which the vocal folds are 
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installed. Figure 2.7 shows the complete assembled model, removed from the water 

tunnel. Material choices were made in consideration of potential long term use, 

application in a water environment, and the rigid or flexible requirements of a dynamic 

motion. 

Each gear mechanism consists of a spur gear, two linkages, and a mounting base. 

Figure 2.3 shows an individual gear mechanism attached to the mounting plate. Each 

vocal fold model has two gear mechanism pairs, and each pair is connected by both a 

shared drive shaft and a roller cylinder that deforms the entire envelope during the 

oscillation cycle. Figure 2.4 shows a gear mechanism pair connected by both a drive 

shaft and roller cylinder, and mounted onto rigid backing and channel mounting plate. 

 

Figure 2.3. Single gear mechanism. The front of a gear mechanism pair is shown. One linkage is 

connected to both the mounting base and the other linkage, which is connected to a spur gear and 

the roller cylinder, shown at the top of the image. 

Each gear has a pitch diameter of 2.858 cm, a 0.635 cm bore, and a 1.110 cm 

thickness. Each linkage is made from stainless steel rectangular stock, and has a 0.635 

cm by 0.635 cm cross section and is 7.620 cm long, with two or three pin holes 

according to its design. The mounting base configuration differs between the two types 
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of gear mechanisms, but is made from 0.953 cm thick acrylic and is mounted to the rigid 

backing from beneath. 

 

Figure 2.4. Gear mechanism pair. Two gear mechanism pairs are shown, and each are attached by a 

drive shaft which is covered by a white PVC pipe, and roller cylinder, an off white PVC pipe of a 

more narrow diameter. The pairs are mounted onto the rigid backing and channel mounting plate. 

The mounting base serves as the connection to the rigid backing, with the remaining 

material configured on one of its faces. The two linkages are connected, with one 

linkage pinned to the mounting base and the second linkage pinned on one end to the 

face of the spur gear in an off-center location and the other end to the roller. As the spur 

gear rotates, the roller cylinder is driven in an elliptical path, whose dimensions vary 

depending on the pinning locations of the two linkages. The shared drive shaft between 

gear mechanism pairs ensure that each mechanism moves identically. The roller 

cylinders ensure that the envelope is deformed in a uniform fashion along most of its 

height. 
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The rigid backing is 34.290 cm long by 12.70 cm wide by 0.953 cm thick. Using 

spacer material between the attachments in order to adjust placement, the rigid backing 

is attached to a larger plate, which is then mounted via screws at the top and bottom of 

the plate to the model larynx. It serves as a base upon which the gear mechanism 

sections are mounted. The complete assembled vocal fold model, with envelope 

unattached, is shown in Figure 2.5A, and a model schematic of the same perspective is 

shown in Figure 2.5B. The placement of the gear mechanisms relative to one another are 

fixed by design to limit undesired movement, and are aligned in order to preserve clear 

rotation of drive shafts. As such, any interest in adjusting the spacing of the gear 

mechanisms to alter the total envelope shape would require the redesign of hole 

placement on the rigid backing to accommodate new mounting placements. However, 

the basic frame of the rigid backing could be preserved and reused, rather than 

necessitating an entirely new mounting structure. 

 

Figure 2.5. Exposed fold model. A) Complete vocal fold model with envelope unattached. B) Model 

diagram showing the rigid backing, spacer, channel mounting plate, and mechanism mounting 

bases. 
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The flexible envelope is 43.18 cm long by 25.40 cm wide by 1.59 cm thick. It is 

made using a neoprene impregnated cloth that is often used as gasket material. Its 

material properties are desirable for this application as it is flexible, waterproof, and 

black, which helps reduce the reflection of the laser. The unattached flexible envelope is 

shown in Figure 2.6. The envelope is attached to the rigid backing in order to contain the 

inner mechanics of the model. At its ends, it is clamped between two stainless steel 

sheets and attached to the back of the mounting structure using springs. The springs 

allow the envelope accommodate any stretching induced by the prescribed motion of the 

gear mechanisms.  

 

Figure 2.6. Flexible envelope, unattached. 
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Figure 2.7. Complete vocal fold model. A spanwise view shows the model with the flexible envelope 

attached. 

The model vocal folds are inserted into a square acrylic channel that is placed within 

the water tunnel test section. The channel is a scaled version of the vocal tract, and 

measures 28 cm x 28 cm x 366 cm in both sides and length. Figure 2.8 shows the vocal 

folds models inserted into the model vocal tract, which is placed inside of the water 

tunnel test. The model vocal folds are placed 45.7 cm downstream of channel inlet, and 

are mounted to the test section side walls via angle brackets. 
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Figure 2.8. Model vocal tract with vocal fold models inserted. 

The experiment was run in the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute free surface water 

tunnel, shown in Figure 2.9. The tunnel runs as a closed loop and consists of an upstream 

reservoir tank followed by a contraction, test section, downstream tank, and two 

propeller pumps that push water back upstream. 

Both the reservoir and downstream tanks are 1.76 m high by 2.44 m wide. Flow 

from the reservoir enters a section with a 4 to 1 contraction ratio before entering the test 

section. The test section stands 1 meter above the ground and is 7.3 m x 0.76 m x 0.61 m 

long, high, and wide. The three glass sides enable easy optical access.  

The maximum flow rate of the tunnel is ~ 7,600 liters per minute and the mean 

flow is within 1 percent in the streamwise direction and 2 percent in the transverse 

direction. The turbulent intensity is less than 0.6 percent. More information on the water 

tunnel may be found in Logory
24

. 
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Figure 2.9. The Rensselaer Free Surface Water Tunnel. Diagram reproduced from Logory
24
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3. Experimental Methods 

The following section describes the experimental techniques applied to collect data on 

the flow velocity. Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry was performed on the model 

larynx, which contained the vocal fold models and was set up inside of the Rensselaer 

Free Surface Water Tunnel test section. Figure 3.1 shows the experimental setup.  The 

basic DPIV systems consist of a pulsed laser with a light sheet illuminating particles, 

which are recorded and correlated to produce quantitative measurements of fluid 

velocity vectors over the field. DPIV systems use digital cameras to record images, 

improving the resolution of the data, among other things.  

A timing box was used to coordinate the signals driving the digital camera, laser, 

and motor. The optical setup shown in Figure 3.1 includes a spherical lens, which 

focuses the laser pulse, and a cylindrical lens, which converts each pulsed beam into a 

light sheet that serves as the imaging plane. 

3.1 Motion Control and Imaging Technique 

Motion control and imaging were synchronized in order to facilitate data collection. 

The model vocal folds are driven by two independent double shaft stepping Servo 

Motor™ motors, which can provide up to 224 oz-in torque.  

A Redlake MotionPro X3 camera was used to capture images. A Micro-Nikkor 105 

mm f/2.8D Nikon lens was used to provide an appropriate field of view for DPIV and for 

model shape tracking. The camera was connected to an IBM T61 thinkpad and the 

images were acquired using the MotionPro software. Up to approximately 1000 images 

could be taken at a time due to the limitations of the onboard hard drive space of the 

camera. 

An ND:YAG laser (New Wave Research Solo 120 PIV) was used in conjunction 

with a series of spherical lens and a cylinder lens to create a flat laser sheet at the mid-

plane of the vocal fold models.  

The motors, camera, and laser were connected to the Berkeley Nucleonics BH-555 

pulse delay timing box, which synchronizes the period of model rotation with the 

triggering of the two laser heads and the camera. Figure 3.1 shows the relative locations 

of the motors, camera, laser, timing box, and model in the experimental setup. 
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Figure 3.1. The experimental setup: The model larynx and imaging equipment are set up in and 

around the Rensselaer Free Surface Water Tunnel. 

Each laser head required a separate trigger from the timing box, while the camera 

required only one trigger since its operating program was set to double exposure mode. 

In this way, when the camera receives a signal, it exposes twice with a short delay 

between each exposure.  

The system frequency is determined by the desired motor frequency, with the 

frequencies of the camera and the laser being either the equivalent or a factor of it. The 

case simulating the 100 Hz life frequency has a motor, laser, and camera frequency of 

13.33 Hz, while the case simulating the 125 Hz life frequency has a motor frequency of 

18.66 Hz and a laser and camera frequency of 9.33 Hz. The case simulating the 181.81 

Hz life frequency has a motor frequency of 26.66 Hz and a laser and camera frequency 

of 13.33 Hz. This leads to approximately 200 velocity fields in a period for the simulated 

100 Hz case, and approximately 100 velocity fields in a vibration period for the 125 Hz 

and 188.81 Hz cases.  
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Figure 3.2 shows a detailed diagram on timing settings. The timing box 

communicates with the motors, the two laser heads, and the camera. The timing box 

frequency is user defined, and for these experiments correlated with the step frequency 

of the motor. With each trigger from the timing box, the motor turned one step out of a 

200 step rotation. Each motor rotation corresponds to a period of model vocal fold 

vibration. The life frequency of 100 Hz maintained a one to one ratio between motor 

steps and DPIV capture. As the DPIV system is rate limited to 15 Hz, the 125 Hz and 

181.81 Hz life frequency experiments were run with a two to one ratio between motor 

steps and DPIV capture, resulting in half as many velocity fields per vibration period. 

The signals sent to the camera and each laser head are coordinated to ensure that 

the camera captures images when the laser illuminates the field of view. When the 

timing box triggers the motors, after a slight internal delay the camera is also triggered to 

operate. As mentioned previously, for each signal, the camera exposes twice with a short 

delay between each exposure. 

 Shortly after the motors and camera are triggered by the timing box, the first 

laser head is triggered to fire within the first exposure of the camera. Soon after, the 

second laser head is triggered to fire within the second exposure of the camera. The time 

between the triggers for each laser head becomes the time difference between the two 

recorded images and along with pixel displacement is used to determine the velocity 

field.  
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Figure 3.2. Timing diagram. The synchronized signals for the motors, laser, and camera are shown. 

3.2 Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry 

Digital Particle Imaging Velocimetry is a noninvasive optical flow measurement 

technique. It entails tracking images of small, neutrally buoyant particles immersed in a 

flow and illuminated by a thin sheet of laser light.  Successive images comprising a 

DPIV image pair are cross correlated to determine the displacements of particles from 

one frame to the next.  For a detailed description of the technique, the reader is referred 

to Willert
26

. 

The water tunnel was seeded with reflective glass particles, and a laser light sheet 

illuminated a plane within the field of view of the camera. The camera was directed 

perpendicular to the flow, such that horizontal mid-plane of the test section was in focus.  

The camera recorded image pairs, which were then processed by a DPIV program to 

compute the velocity and vorticity of the flow field. The particles used were Conduct-o-

fil® silver-coated hollow glass spheres made by Potter Industries, Inc. Their density was 

1.6 g/cm
3
, and the mean particle size was 13 µm. 
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3.3 Image Processing 

Raw data was processed using a combination of ensemble averaging and low 

pass filtering in order to observe both instantaneous and persistent characteristics of 

glottal flow. A detailed description of the in-house processing software appears in Hsu
27

; 

a comprehensive uncertainty analysis was provided in Hsu, et al.
28

  

 Figure 3.3 show the control surfaces across which the maximum velocity  and the 

volume flow rate in the glottis was determined for the three frequencies tested. The 

direction of flow is from the bottom of the image towards the top. The top surface was 

chosen to allow for a clear identification of the vortex jet produced by the moving 

models, distinctly separated from model motion, and is located at the supraglottal edge 

of the vocal folds. The lower surface was chosen to allow for clear identification of the 

glottal gap size and is located at the subglottal edge of the vocal folds. These surface 

lengths were updated by the wall tracking algorithm in order to restrict calculations to 

areas of flow only. This calculation was performed in Matlab for all cases. 
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Figure 3.3. Raw image showing interrogation surfaces. The direction of flow is from the bottom of 

the image towards the top. The upstream and downstream horizontal white lines show where data 

was analyzed for each frequency tested. 

Figure 3.4 provides a comparison of instantaneous, phase averaged, and filtered 

time traces of maximum streamwise velocity across the subglottal control surface shown 

in Figure 3.3. The abscissa is normalized by the total period. The instantaneous signal 

was derived from a Matlab code which sorted the raw data by coordinate and velocity 

values. A wall motion tracking algorithm, discussed in Section 3.4, and a maximum 

velocity program, discussed in Section 3.5, were used to identify the maximum 

streamwise velocity at each time step to generate the instantaneous signal. This is shown 

in Figure 3.4 as a black line. An ensemble of 5 instantaneous signals was then averaged 

to create the phase averaged trace shown in red.  Finally, the averaged signal was low 
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pass filtered to produce the trace appearing in green. A simple three point triangle filter 

was used. 

Observe that the instantaneous signal in Figure 3.4 contains high frequency 

fluctuations. As will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs, these fluctuations are likely 

due to the passage of vortices across the control surfaces. It is sufficient to note at this 

point that the same high frequency fluctuations appear in the ensemble averaged signal.  

If the fluctuations were noise, one would expect that they would cancel out in the 

averaging process. It was observed that the gradient of the light intensity on the model 

envelope decreased as the models approached a minimum glottal gap size. This decrease 

in the gradient reduced the performance of the wall tracking algorithm, and thus the 

velocity and flow rate calculation.  

Figure 3.4. Image processing. A comparison of instantaneous, averaged, and filtered-averaged 

maximum velocity data from the 181.81 Hz case. 

Evidence that the high frequency fluctuations are associated with vortices 

passing across the subglottal control surface is shown in Figure 3.5.  Each figure shows 

distinct vortices passing through the supraglottal control surfaces at 0.75T, 0.76T, and 

0.77T, respectively. Observe in Figure 4.12 that a localized decrease in maximum 

velocity occurs as these vortices pass through the control surface. Half of the maximum 
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velocity has been subtracted from the plot to elucidate the shear layer and the production 

of vortices.  

 

 

Figure 3.5. Vorticity contours within the model glottis, in units of 1/s. Figures A, B, and C, show the 

vorticity passing through the two control surfaces at t/To = 0.75, 0.76, 0.77,  and relate to the 

fluctuation in instantaneous volume flow rate in Figure 4.12. 

3.4 Tracking Wall Motion 

A Matlab program was developed to track the glottal size along a cycle. As the 

envelope is illuminated by the laser sheet, there is a consistently steep differential light 
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intensity gradient across a few pixels between the surrounding fluid, envelope, and 

model interior. This algorithm records the location of the intensity differential for both 

the left and right vocal fold models over time. The glottal size, referred to here as the 

gapsize, is calculated by finding the difference in location between the left and right 

vocal fold. The control surfaces along which the model envelope motion was calculated 

are shown in Figure 3.3. The error for calculating wall motion derives from tracking the 

programs insensitivity to the inside or outside of the wall, in addition to edge flare from 

the laser. 

 Figure 3.6 compares the subglottal gapsizes observed between the three 

experimental frequencies. The gapsizes have been normalized by the maximum open 

gapsize of the 125 Hz case. There is a 10% decrease in opening between the 100 Hz case 

and the 125 Hz, and 181.81 Hz cases. This is likely due to mechanical error, such as the 

gears slipping, rather than an algorithm error. 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Wall motion tracking performance. Sub-glottal normalized gapsize plotted against 

normalized time for all cases. As shown here, the gapsize is normalized by the maximum opening of 

the 125 Hz case. 
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3.5 Maximum Velocity Measurement 

Flow was measured using the DPIV method which, as discussed earlier, provides 

vector images of the flow velocity in a given plane of motion. For the given 

experimental setup, the DPIV data provides velocity information in the x-y plane. The 

velocity vectors can be used to identify data such as the maximum velocity through the 

glottis and the volume flow rate.  

3.6 Volume Flow Rate 

The volume flow rate through the glottis was calculated along the same surfaces 

depicted in Figure 3.3. The volume flow rate per unit depth was calculated according to 

Equation 3.1. The volume flow rate per unit depth is shown as the integration of the 

product of normal velocity vectors, 𝑼𝒙 and discrete lengths dA along line AB. In order 

to find the volume flow rate, this value would be multiplied by the spanwise height of 

the model larynx, 30.48 cm. This calculation was performed in Matlab for all cases. 

𝑄

𝑙
=  𝑈𝑥𝑑𝑙

𝐴

𝐵
=  𝑈𝑥∆𝑦   (3.1) 

The volume flow rate data were averaged then smoothed using a 3-point 

triangular filter to show the large scale variations in flow rate over a period while 

removing the higher frequency fluctuations that occurred. 

The passage of vortices through the supraglottal control surface was observed in 

the data, and was found to contribute to fluctuations in the volume flow rate and the 

maximum velocity. Figure 3.5 shows vorticity profiles overlaid on three glottal images 

during the open period of vibration. These images relate the drop in volume flow rate 

shown at t/To=0.76 in Figure 4.12 as a vortex passes through the supraglottal control 

surface. The contours are colored by vorticity. Both Figures 3.5A and 3.5C show 

minimal amounts of vorticity passing through the supraglottal control surface in 

comparison to 3.5B, which shows more strongly positive vorticity. 
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3.7 Dependence on Reduced Frequency of Vibration 

The models were run in such a way to represent the physiological disease of 

vocal fold paralysis, whereby one vocal fold was kept immobilized while the other was 

actuated. As mentioned in chapter 1, the reduced frequency and Reynolds number of the 

experimental setup was matched to those of physiological conditions. The water tunnel 

pumps were operated at the same setting across all cases, and the configuration of the 

model larynx inside the water tunnel section is such that there is a constant upstream 

pressure. The constant upstream pressure fulfills the physiological assumption of 

constant lung pressure. 

Experiments were run at reduced frequencies of 0.021, 0.026, 0.0453, which 

correspond to real life frequencies of 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 200 Hz. Due to loading, the 

case of 200 Hz life frequency actually performed at 181.81 Hz, and the corrected 

reduced frequency is 0.03848 

The model frequency was changed by altering the timing box frequency for 

motor step rotation. The motor timing was configured to create the same open quotient 

period of one half observed in physiological conditions, and this was used to calculate 

the model reduced frequency. While the model was designed to replicate the open 

quotient observed in real life, use of the reduced frequency facilitates better application 

of the results to the human physiology and comparison to other experiments.  
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4. Results and Discussion 

Data for the paralysis case operated at three frequencies are examined to 

understand the effect of asymmetric wall motion on glottal flow. For all cases, the left 

vocal fold was fixed while the right vocal fold was driven. The prescribed vocal fold 

motion is described in Chapter 3.  

All cases were run at the same Reynolds number over a range of frequencies. The 

Reynolds number was 8,000. The reduced frequencies tested were 0.021, 0.026, and 

0.038 corresponding to life frequencies of 100, 125, and 181.81 Hz. The Reynolds 

number was calculated using the maximum glottal diameter, water viscosity, and the 

steady state bulk velocity. Steady state bulk velocity and flow rate were determined 

using an experiment that was run with both models fixed at a maximum opening.  

The maximum velocity and volume flow rate data for each control surface were 

normalized by their respective steady state values and are shown later in this section. 

Additionally, maximum velocity and volume flow data are plotted against one vibration 

period normalized by the open period.  

The glottal length used is 12.75 cm, subglottal maximum gapsize of 2.26 cm, 

subglottal maximum velocity of 35.48 cm/s, subglottal volumetric flow rate of 12.50 

cm^2/s, supraglottal maximum gapsize of 4.43 cm, supraglottal maximum velocity of 

23.56 cm/s, and supraglottal maximum volumetric flow rate of 28.99 cm^2/s.  

4.1 Subglottal phonation characteristics 

Phonation characteristics were observed at the subglottal location, as shown in 

figure 3.3. Change in glottal size during one period of motion is shown in Figure 4.1 for 

all three frequencies. The data have been presented such that the maximum opening of 

the vocal folds occurs at t/To=1. As the left vocal fold is stationary, change in gap size is 

entirely due to the motion of the right vocal fold. Some discrepancy in glottal change 

between the three frequencies arose because of mechanical error, such as the gears 

slipping. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the gradient of the light intensity on the model 

envelope decreased as the models approached a minimum gap size, and this was 

especially true for the subglottal control surface. Additional irregularities occur in the 

125Hz signal at 0.8t/To, and in the 181.81Hz signal at 0.5t/To due to post-processing 
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signal adjustment. The 100Hz signal was not shifted. Despite these discrepancies, the 

figures show a repeatable change in glottal size over multiple periods. 

 

Figure 4.1. Change in glottal size during one period of motion for frequencies: 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 

181.81 Hz. 

Figure 4.2 shows the normalized volume flow rate per unit depth for all three 

frequencies at the subglottal control surface. The abscissa includes one complete period 

of motion normalized by the open time period. The ordinate is the volume flow rate per 

unit depth normalized by the steady state sub-glottal maximum volume flow rate. The 

data have been filtered and ensemble averaged as described in Section 3.3 to show the 

mean flow characteristics. 

For all frequencies, the volume flow rate reaches its maximum prior to the full 

opening of the model at approximately t/To = 0.9. It then reaches a minimum soon after 

the model has reached its maximum gapsize, at approximately t/To=1.2. Peak volume 

flow rate appears to increase with model frequency, as the slowest model frequency, 100 

Hz, has the lowest peak volume flow rate, while the fastest model frequency, 181.81 Hz, 

has the highest peak volume flow rate. Kucinshi et al.
5
 observed that the volume flow 

rate decreased with increasing model frequency. While our data may present a 

peculiarity specific to this experiment, it appears to agree with Kucinshi’s finding that 

volume flow rate shares a relationship with model frequency. 

While the volume flow rate approaches zero when the model is in closed 

position, the experimental setup did not allow for true closure and as such there is a 
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minimum gap of 0.678 cm at the sub-glottal control surface. While the volume flow rate 

reaches a minimum when the model is in the closed position, there are some positive and 

negative fluctuations which may be due to this fact in addition to any flow recirculation 

or residual velocity of the glottal jet. 

Additionally, Figure 4.2 indicates an asymmetry in the volume flow rate 

waveforms during the open period of vibration, which increases with model frequency. 

This finding is in agreement with Barry
3
, though the direction of asymmetry with 

increasing reduced frequency is opposite. In fact, the point in time where the volume 

flow rate waveform reaches a maximum occurs earlier for the larger reduced frequency. 

Additionally, the value of the maximum volume flow rate appears to increase with 

increasing reduced frequency. 

 

Figure 4.2. Normalized volume flow rate per unit depth for all three frequencies at the sub-glottal 

control surface. 

Figures 4.3-4.5 show the filtered averaged and the instantaneous volume flow 

rate per unit depth for each model frequency case. The abscissa includes the one 

complete period of motion normalized by the open time period. The ordinate axis is the 

volume flow rate per unit depth. The filtered averaged data have been filtered and 
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ensemble averaged as described in Section 3.3 to show the mean flow characteristics, 

while the instantaneous data have not been altered.  

 

4.3 Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 100 Hz frequency. 

 

Figure 4.4. Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 125 Hz 

frequency. 
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Figure 4.5 Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 181.81 Hz 

frequency.  

The instantaneous data indicate larger fluctuations in volumetric flow rate in 

comparison to the filtered averaged data. These fluctuations are not due to errors in 

tracking wall motion as the Figure 4.1 shows smooth and continuous data. Investigation 

of the velocity profile inside of and downstream of the glottis can provide a greater 

insight into the phenomena of glottal flow. Results of such an investigation into the 

spatially averaged velocity profile of glottal flow is presented, with the sub- and supra-

glottal surfaces highlighted. A set of velocity profiles are chosen to represent the open 

period of subglottal control surface, from time period 0.6t/To to 1.14t/To, and a second 

set are chosen to highlight the large fluctuation occurring between 0.9t/To and 0.99t/To. 

These data points are highlighted on Figure 4.6, with the first blue circle denoting 0.6 

t/To of the open period sequence, and the first green cross denoting 0.9t/To of the large 

fluctuation sequence.  

 Figures 4.7A-E and 4.8A-E show strong fluctuations in the velocity profile 

during the open period of the model at the subglottal control surface. The glottal jet is 

visibile throughout this period, and follows the surface of the moving model on the right 

hand side. Velocity vectors are weak at the subglottal control surface as the model 
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begins to open, but quickly increase in value by Figure 4.7E. While the value of these 

vectors at the subglottal control surface continue to increase, it is clear that the changing 

sizing of the glottal jet and changing glottal geometry create some instability and 

variability in the velocity profile. 

 Figures 4.9A-E and 4.10A-E show the velocity profile of the subglottal control 

surface during a large fluctuation in volumetric flow rate. As the moving model on the 

right hand side is about to reach its maximum opening, flow vectors are shown pointing 

in the direction of the moving model and not in the same direction of the glottal jet. 

However, as the model reaches its maximum opening, more of the flow vectors become 

oriented with the glottal jet.  

 

Figure 4.6. Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 100 Hz 

frequency, with open period and high fluctuation velocity profiles marked.  
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Figure 4.7. Glottal velocity vector profiles during model opening. Images A-E show the velocity 

profiles at times t/To = 0.6 through 0.84, shown at increments of t/To = 0.06. 
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Figure 4.8. Glottal velocity vector profiles during model opening. Images A-E show the velocity 

profiles at times t/To = 0.9 through 1.14, shown at increments of t/To = 0.06 
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Figure 4.9. Glottal velocity vector profiles during a large fluctuation in volume flow rate. Images A-

E show the velocity profiles at times t/To = 0.9 through 0.94, shown at increments of t/To = 0.01 
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Figure 4.10. Glottal velocity vector profiles during a large fluctuation in volume flow rate. Images 

4.10A-E show the velocity profiles at times t/To = 0.95 through 0.99, shown at increments of t/To = 

0.01 
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Figure 4.11 shows the normalized maximum velocity for all three frequencies at 

the sub-glottal control surface. The abscissa axis represents one complete period of 

motion normalized by the open time period. The ordinate axis represents the maximum 

velocity normalized by the steady state sub-glottal maximum velocity. The data have 

been filtered and ensemble averaged as described in Section 3.3 to show the phase 

averaged characteristics. 

For all frequencies, the normalized maximum velocity reaches its maximum prior 

to the full opening of the model at approximately t/T_o = 0.9. It then reaches a minimum 

soon after the model has reached its maximum gapsize, at approximately t/T_o=1.1. The 

normalized peak maximum velocity appears to increase with model frequency, as the 

slowest model frequency, 100 Hz, has the lowest normalized peak maximum velocity, 

while the fastest model frequency, 181.81 Hz, has the highest normalized peak 

maximum velocity. This specific relationship between maximum velocity and reduced 

frequency is opposite of what Barry
3
 observed. 

Throughout the entire cycle, the jet maintains an asymmetry towards the moving 

model, which could be due to the asymmetry of the paralyzed and moving model in 

addition to the position of the paralyzed model.  
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Figure 4.11. Normalized maximum velocity for all three frequencies at the subglottal control 

surface. 

Figures 4.12-4.14 show the filtered average and the instantaneous maximum 

velocity for each model frequency case. The ordinate axis represents the maximum 

velocity. The filtered averaged data have been filtered and ensemble averaged as 

described in Section 3.3 to show the mean flow characteristics, while the instantaneous 

data has not been altered. 

Fluctuations in the instantaneous maximum velocity data can be due to the 

passage of vortices through the interrogation surface, as discussed in Section 3.6. The 

largest fluctuations occur during the open period of the model, where the most 

significant amount of vorticity was observed. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the gradient 

of the light intensity decreased in the sub-glottal area as the models approached a 

minimum gap size. Additionally, the resolution of the velocity data decreases as the 

models approach a minimum gap size. 
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Figure 4.12. Filtered averaged and instantaneous maximum velocity for 100 Hz frequency. 

 

Figure 4.13. Filtered averaged and instantaneous maximum velocity for 125 Hz frequency. 
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Figure 4.14. Filtered averaged and instantaneous maximum velocity for 181.1 Hz frequency. 

4.2 Supraglottal phonation characteristics 

Phonation characteristics were observed at the downstream location, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. Change in glottal size during a period is shown in Figure 4.15 for all three 

cases. As the left vocal fold is stationary, change in gap size is entirely due to the motion 

of the right vocal fold. The data have been presented such that the maximum opening of 

the vocal folds occurs at t/To=1. Some discrepancy in glottal change between the three 

frequencies arose because of increased mechanical strain experienced by the model at 

higher frequencies of rotation. As mentioned in Section 3.3, the gradient of light 

intensity on the model envelope decreased as the models approached a minimum gap 

size. Irregularities occur in the 125Hz signal at 0.85t/To, and in the 181.81Hz signal at 

0.5t/To due to post-processing signal adjustment. The 100Hz signal was not shifted. The 

relative difference between the gapsize signals across frequencies is small, such as the 

0.05h/hmax difference between 100 and 181.81Hz at t/To=1, and the figure shows a 

repeatable change in glottal size over multiple periods, with only minor discrepancies. 
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Figure 4.15. Change in glottal size during one period of motion for frequencies: 100 Hz, 125 Hz, and 

181.81 Hz. 

Figure 4.16 shows the normalized volume flow rate per unit depth for all three 

frequencies at the supra-glottal control surface. The abscissa includes one complete 

period of motion normalized by the open time period. The ordinate axis is volume flow 

rate per unit depth normalized by the steady state supraglottal maximum volume flow 

rate. The data have been filtered and ensemble averaged as described in Section 3.3 to 

show the mean flow characteristics. 

For all frequencies, the volume flow rate reaches its maximum prior to the full 

opening of the model at approximately t/T_o = 0.8. It then reaches a minimum soon after 

the model has reached its maximum gapsize, at approximately t/T_o=1.3. While the 

volume flow rate approaches zero when the model is in closed position, the experimental 

setup did not allow for true closure and as such there is a minimum gap of 2.22 cm at the 

supra-glottal control surface. While the volume flow rate reaches a minimum when the 

model is in the closed position, there are some positive and negative fluctuations which 

may be due to this fact in addition to any flow recirculation or residual velocity of the 

glottal jet. Change in model frequency does not appear to significantly affect the peak 

volume flow. 
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Additionally, Figure 4.16 indicates an asymmetry in the volume flow rate 

waveforms during the open period of vibration, which increases with model frequency. 

This finding is in agreement with Barry
3
, though the direction of asymmetry with 

increasing reduced frequency is opposite. In fact, the point in time where the volume 

flow rate waveform reaches a maximum occurs earlier for the larger reduced frequency.  

 

Figure 4.16. Normalized volume flow rate per unit depth for all three frequencies at the sub-glottal 

control surface.  

Figures 4.17-4.19 show the volume flow rate per unit depth for each model 

frequency case. The abscissa includes the time of one cycle. The ordinate is the volume 

flow rate per unit depth. The filtered averaged data have been filtered and ensemble 

averaged as described in Section 3.3 to show the mean flow characteristics, while the 

instantaneous data have not been altered.  

As discussed in Section 4.1, large fluctuations in the instantaneous data occur 

mostly when the models are open. Fluctuations in the instantaneous volume flow rate 

data can be due to the passage of vortices through the interrogation surface. The largest 

fluctuations occur during the open period of the model, where the most significant 

amount of vorticity was observed. 
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Figure 4.17. Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 100 Hz 

frequency. 

 

Figure 4.18. Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 125 Hz 

frequency. 
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Figure 4.19. Filtered averaged and instantaneous volume flow rate per unit depth for 181.81 Hz 

frequency. 

Figure 4.20 shows the normalized maximum velocity for all three frequencies at 

the supraglottal control surface. The abscissa axis represents the one complete period of 

motion normalized by the open time period. The ordinate axis represents the maximum 

velocity normalized by the steady state supraglottal maximum velocity. The data have 

been filtered and ensemble averaged as described in Section 3.3 to show the mean flow 

characteristics. 

For all frequencies, the normalized maximum velocity reaches its maximum prior 

to the full opening of the model at approximately t/T_o = 0.9. It then reaches a minimum 

soon after the model has reached its maximum gapsize, at approximately t/T_o=1.4. 

Change in model frequency does not appear to have a significant impact on the peak 

maximum. 

Throughout the entire cycle, the jet maintains an asymmetry towards the moving 

model, which could be due to the asymmetry of the paralyzed and moving model in 

addition to the position of the paralyzed model.  
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Figure 4.20 .Normalized maximum velocity for all three frequencies at the supra-glottal control 

surface. 

  Figures 4.21-4.23 show the maximum velocity for each model frequency case. 

The ordinate axis represents the maximum velocity. The filtered averaged data have 

been filtered and ensemble averaged as described in Section 3.3 to show the mean flow 

characteristics, while the instantaneous data has not been altered. 

Fluctuations in the instantaneous maximum velocity data can be due to the 

passage of vortices through the interrogation surface. The largest fluctuations occur 

during the open period of the model, where the most significant amount of vorticity was 

observed. While the gradient of the light intensity varied significantly less on the supra-

glottal control surface than on the sub-glottal surface, the model covers a larger area 

when it opens in closes at the supra-glottal location. For example, when the model is 

fully open at t/To=1, the supra-glottal gapsize is 3.987 cm, while the sub-glottal gapsize 

is 2.03 cm. Furthermore, the larger control surface is subjected to both flow recirculation 

from the supraglottal area and vorticity of the glottal jet. As mentioned in Section 3.3, 

the gradient of the light intensity decreased in the sub-glottal area as the models 

approached a minimum gap size. Additionally, the resolution of the velocity data within 

the glottis decreases as the models approach a minimum gap size. 
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Figure 4.21. Filtered averaged and instantaneous maximum velocity for 100 Hz frequency.  

 

Figure 4.22. Filtered averaged and instantaneous maximum velocity for 125 Hz frequency. 
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Figure 4.23. Filtered averaged and instantaneous maximum velocity for 181.81 Hz frequency. 
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5.  Conclusion 

The purpose of this research was to advance experimental modeling of vocal fold 

motion. This included coupling a more lifelike approximation of vocal fold motion with 

DPIV techniques to provide temporally and spatially resolved data inside of and 

downstream of the glottis. This specific application demonstrated a diseased scenario of 

vocal fold paralysis. The conclusions of this research are summarized as follows: 

1. The design of an experimental model successfully closely mimics the primary human 

vocal fold shape changes during phonation for a range of human speech frequencies. 

2. It is possible to make specific observations of flow through a dynamic glottal shape, 

such as jet behavior and vortex shedding. 

3. Investigation of glottal flow features for the diseased scenario of vocal fold paralysis 

shows asymmetric flow behavior with large fluctuations in the velocity profile. 

Results quantified glottal flow characteristics with specific focus on changes in 

volumetric flow rate and maximum velocity over a period of motion. Two control 

surfaces were chosen to evaluate these properties because of the dynamic motion of the 

vocal fold models. 

Future work should include the investigation of a healthy glottis over a similar 

range of frequencies, whereby both models are actuated in a symmetric manner. Data 

collected could include both the glottal perspective as given in this paper, in addition to 

the supra-glottal perspective in order to investigate any delayed effects and jet behavior 

downstream of the glottis. Additionally, minor changes to the materials and 

configuration of the model could address the disparity in model performance at different 

frequencies. Specifically, the mechanism mounting base, rigid backing, spacer, and 

channel mounting plate can be redesigned for a more sturdy performance and ease of 

installation. Reducing interference between the multiple drive shafts and the mounting 

bases could also increase model performance at high loading. 

As glottal behavior continues to be investigated and understood, flexibility in the 

changing the model design would be desirable trait. Specifically, adjustability in the size 

and location of the elliptical paths created by the model would facilitate modeling new 

information or concepts rather than the specific data provided by Alipour et al.
15

.  
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